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Against the power of the Division, Eriah has followed the riddles left behind by the criminals and

discovered he is the reason they left them in the first place. His long lost sister is alive, and his

parents lead an uprising against the government. He isnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t sure how to feel. His friend has

been shot dead protecting him and he is worried and frenzied with fear at what might lie ahead. To

fuel his anxiety even more, Eriah will have to endure a physically demanding training to prove that

he is the leader everyone expects him to be. But there is one problem Ã¢â‚¬â€œ that responsibility

has proven too demanding and his own sanity is at stake. To avoid being coined as failure, he will

have to face his reality and fight back. But his indecision to move forward with the war, and his

desire to do what is right, might shock everyone around him.
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You think the first book "Progeny: The Unknown Nine" was awesome, wait until you read the

continuation of the series in the second book, "Progeny: The Legion (Scene 1). The author

continues to captivate my interest and keeps me on the edge of my seat. This second book will



make you laugh, cry, feeling lovey dovey, and gasped with excitement because of the suspense. I

could not stop reading, one event leads into another and I want to know what's around the corner

including the deeper romance between Eriah and Cleo. In this book, Eriah long lost sister is alive,

realized that his parents are leading a fight against the government, and his friend died while

protecting him and his sister. He finds out that he's the Progeny and know there are responsibilities

that go along with it. He was chosen to lead a team of runaways to be part of an attack. He has to

undergo intense physical training to prove that he is worthy of being the leader. I can't wait until the

next scene to be released.

The continuation of this series takes up right where the first book "Progeny: The Unknown Nine" left

off...and it is BANG right into the action. This dystopian series is full of action and emotion. I find

myself cheering in my seat for the hero Eriah....I get depressed when bad things happen...and then I

get excited when good things happen. The author really pulls you in and makes you feel like you are

right there in the story. Can't wait to read the next installment.

I really liked this. Its an interesting story with a captivating plot and good caracters.
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